INSTALLATION GUIDE
Your RATHATCH can be installed anywhere in your ceiling, but choose an area where you can easily and
regulary see the trap indicator. A roof access hatch, internal gargage or outside in your roof soffit are all
ideal places to install RATHATCH. Check that the roof space is clear of timber, plumbing or electrical wires.

STEP 4

STEP 1
Using the clear plastic retaining
washer as your template, trace around
the inside ring onto the space where
you are installing RATHATCH.

If you are installing into a soft roof like
ceiling tile or plasterboard. Carefully
cut out the hole using a sharp knife
or keyhole saw then fold the retaining
washer and insert it into the roof space
as shown.

STEP 5

STEP 2
Use a drill bit to drill a hole inside
the traced circle. It needs to be large
enough so you can insert a jigsaw
blade into it. Alternatively use a drywall
cut out tool as per our install video.

STEP 3

Place the mounting ring into the hole
ensuring the alignment lines are parallel
to a wall. Using the fasteners supplied
screw the mounting ring up into the
ceiling. If using the plastic retaining
washer, align the corresponding hole and
screw fasten. Repeat on the opposite side
then complete the rest of the screws.

STEP 6

Insert a jig-saw into the hole and
carefully cut out the circle to the traced
line. Remove disk carefully.

Bait and set the trap to the mouse or
rat setting (see below), then insert into
cavity and twist to lock it into position. If
the roof is high, use the standard broom
handel attachment to easily insert and
twist into a locked position.

DIFFERENT TRAP SETTINGS FOR RATS AND MICE
RATHATCH is designed to be more or less sensitive depending on what you are trapping. Below are the lever positions for each mode.

RAT MODE
Pull the red lever down so it
hits the plastic stop guide position.

MOUSE MODE
Push the red lever up so it sits halfway
between the two plastic stop guides
and is horizontal.

RELEASE
Push the red lever to the top stop guide position
to unset trap. Warning this will set the trap off
- either control kill bar or keep fingers clear!

